Abstract. Using a notion of neighbourhood of analytic functions due to Stephan Ruscheweyh we examine conditions under which neighbourhoods of a certain class of convex functions are included in a class of starlike functions.
Proof of Theorem 1. It was established in [2] that for/(z) := z + 2f=2 akzk E T we have the estimate | z | e~'z|<|/(z) |*£| z 11?';' ; using the same method it is very easy to show that for/(z) : = z + 2f="+ xakzk £ F the estimate (1) |z|e-¡-'r/"<|/(z)|<|z|^l"/" is true and sharp as seen from the function f(z) '■= zez"/n. We also remark that f(z) E f^zf'(z) ET so that we obtain for/(z) := z + 2kc=n+xakzk E f for the following estimate *\"/n <el fi 7lk e\2\"/"
(2) *-*"'" *|/*(*) and the sharpness is established by looking at the function/(z) : = /0; eu"/n du. We also remark the following: a function g(z) £ A belongs to the class T iff for every 6 E [0, 2tt) we have z44-l^'9, zEE,
that is 11|,/(,-.)■-" :o,/(,-.)|t ,6lM,)il€i> z \ \ -e'9 / / where * denotes the Hadamard product of two functions. Since -e,ehe(z) := -5u_ -(1 + e")j±-= -e'"z + | (« -1 -e'")z"
where \n -1 -e'e |=s n it is clear from the results in [1] that a sufficient condition in order that Ns(f)ET may hold for some function fin A is that h9(z)*f(z) ( where the inf is taken over all z £ E, 6 E [0,2ir). We now proceed to show Theorem 3 following an idea due to Ruscheweyh [1] . Let 5 > 0 and n some integer > 2. Choose a point z0 £ E and 6 E [0,277) such that for M := (/* A(,(z0))/z2wehave
This is always possible because of (6) and the fact that the function f(z) * h9(z), / being in the class T, is nonvanishing for z ¥= 0. We then define the function g(z) := f(z) -nz"/a" where a" := A^'(0)/«!= (n -1 -e's)/-e's; it is clear that | an |s* n -2 so that « | m/an |< n \ u |/(« -2) < 6 and g £ jV5(/); but on the other side we have g*h9(z0) _f*he(z0) "_,_ z0 z0 ^Z° U which shows that g E T. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
